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Long-term customer relationships thanks to market knowledge, know-how and creativity

Since 1995 TIM CONSULT has been offering firstclass, performant consulting in logistics, supply chain
and value network management, as well as in public management. From its small scale beginning our
managing founder, Björn Klippel, has led the company
towards excellence in its fields of activity.
In 1995, Björn started his consulting practice with a
logistics project for edding, the German producer of markers and presentation materials. The audit of edding’s
logistics set-up led to a second project with the mission
to refine the company’s logistics strategy and optimise
warehousing productivity as well as transport management. Ever since TIM CONSULT has continuously
supported edding with successful consulting projects
whenever the need arose – as well as many other
clients from various industries.
Thanks to their loyalty and trust we proudly look back
on two decades of consulting and implementation projects. Two decades shaped by continuous growth and
long-term relationships with our customers as well as
steadily increasing know-how on markets and processes.
We believe our mission is to support our German and
our international clients in optimising their global value
networks and their strategic procurement of logistics
services. Our public management practice supports
public customers throughout Germany in managing
and optimising their waste management and street cle-
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aning operations as well as their IT- procurement and
the execution of tenders under compliance with complex EU legislation.
Due to our methodology, our process know-how, our
well-tailored approach as well as our team’s insights
into international transport and logistics markets and
intralogistics our customers consider us a competent
partner for their ever more challenging business.
Throughout our many, varied projects, we put our clients’ needs and interests at the centre of what we do.
We take on responsibility for their projects from start to
finish; from creating a solid concept to its successful
implementation.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank our clients most sincerely for their appreciation and the trust
they endow us with in return.
With the same purpose we also like to express our gratitude towards our highly qualified and always motivated
team whose hard work and dedication to excellence
has been a cornerstone of our company’s success.
Our happy occasion shall be duly celebrated throughout
the year at our many customer events. Irrespective of
our festive mood please trust in the competent and reliable support that we will continue to offer to all of you.
Thank you!
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